Toyota 22r igniter

You should get. In a 91 22re, you pull the ecm fuse for 15 seconds or so. That should clear the
check engine light. Year, Make, Model, and how are you extracting codes? I have the 95 Camry
3. I have a Toyota Dyna BU 4. When you put it in either first or reverse gear the engine warning
light will flash on and go out then flash back on and so on. Have flushed the engine and
replaced anti freeze, replaced the temperature water sensor, replaced the alternator, fitted new
batteries, bought chocolates for the wife but the dam thing keeps doing it. Completely at a loss.
Can you offer any advice please. It appears your Altezza may be the same as a Lexus IS? Are
the obd codes of 5a fe engine and the 4a fe engine the same. I have a 97 toyota sprinter marino,
and have to jump wire diagnostic. I have a 03 toyota Camry 2. When I press the paddle the rmp
dosent go up an the obd scanner says. Code p how do I fix it an rest the code. When I floor the
gas pedal instead of the car kicking on it holds back and more of the engine can be heard than
the car gathering speed as soon as u release the pedal it kicks of again. Do you have any DTCs?
Even if overdrive works, shifting into overdrive, it might be engaging slower than the controller
is expecting, which it detects as a fault. On your rig, both solenoids are OFF for overdrive. I
recall a hard-to-find issue with the check-ball on one of the accumulator circuits. Can you tell
me what to do here? Thank you. I have a camry and i tried to plug in my tmobile symc up drive
and now my ABS amd no traction lights are flashing back and forth and my dash board says
DSS1. Wow, sounds like your car did not like the T-Mobile device! Have you contacted T-Mobile
about this? I think I would start by disconnecting the battery for awhile and seeing if it resets
the computers. Para saber qie significa una luz de un carrito con 3 rayitas en las luces traseras
de un camry toyota I have a 97 toyota raum and the check light is constantly blinking when i
hook up the jumper to te1 and te Any help? I have Toyota Corolla CE I assume these codes are
applicable to diesel engine too. I have a Toyota Rav4 , been trying to get it going. Keeps
diagnosing code 99, via jumpingTE1 and E1 terminals, does anyone have any info on this code?
Never mind my previous comment â€” flashing overdrive indicator is meant to show any error
codes on the tranny, constant flashing for me so all good. The speedometer does not work and
the check engine light is on. Toyota tells me that there are 2 speed sensors on the tranmission
and 2 each on each wheel on my Toyota camry 2. My friends scanner says po speed sensor A is
the problem but where is it on the transmission? This problem occurred after going through
heavy rainfall and I found the ground was corroded at the negative battery post and it blew
gauge 1 fuse which I repaced. Any help would be appreciated. I have a 15B-fte engine in Toyota
dyna and cel flashing constantly but when I disconnect throttle control motor and reconnect it
reads code 15 What do both of these meen. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content. Check your
emissions decal under the hood to confirm if you have an OBD2 compliant vehicle. It should be
ON when the ignition switch is ON with the engine stopped. Battery voltage is above 11 volts.
Engine is at normal operating temperature if possible. Turn ignition switch to ON position. Do
not start the engine. Place a jumper wire across TEl and El terminals in engine check connector.
Otherwise, the light will blink a number of times equal to the trouble code as follows: The light
blinks only. The light will be OFF for 1. If more than one code is stored, the light will be OFF for
2. Once all code s have been displayed, the light will be OFF for 4. The diagnostic code series
will continue to repeat as long as the check connecter terminals TEl and El are connected.
When finished, remove the jumper wire. After repairing the malfunction, clear the codes from
the ECUs memory. Otherwise, code s would remain in the ECUs memory indefinitely and would
appear along with a new code in the event of a future problem. It may take longer than 30
seconds, depending on ambient temperature the lower the temperature, the longer the fuse
must be left out. Trouble codes can also be cleared by disconnecting the vehicle battery.
However, other memory functions clock, radio, etc. After the codes are cleared, road test the
vehicle as applicable for the fault and recheck if any codes reset. If so, it indicates that the
trouble area has not been repaired correctly. P Manifold Absolute Pressure Circuit. P Intake Air
Temperature Circuit. P Engine Coolant Temperature Circuit. P Fuel Trim malfunction. P System
too Lean. P System too Rich. P Injector Circuit â€” Cyl. P Random Misfire. P Misfire Detected
â€” Cyl. P Knock Sensor 1 Circuit. P Knock Sensor 2 Circuit. P Catalyst System Efficiency below
Threshold. P Vehicle Speed Sensor. P Idle Speed Control System. P Close Throttle Position
Switch. P Throttle Control Motor Circuit. P Magnetic Clutch Circuit. P Throttle Control Motor
Lock. P Electric Throttle Control System. P Fuel Pump Relay Circuit. P Igniter Circuit â€” No. P
VVT System. P Sub-Throttle Position Sensor. P Turbo Pressure Sensor Circuit. P Starter Signal
Circuit. P Boost Pressure Control Circuit. P Boost Pressure Low. P Boost Pressure High. P Stop
Lamp Switch Signal. P ECM. P Traction Control System. P OCV Circuit. P Wastegate Valve
Control Circuit. P EGR Circuit. How to turn off check engine light in 95 Corolla after corrected.
S- Year, Make, Model, and how are you extracting codes? El mio parpadea 2 y despues 6 viene

siendo 26 que areglo tiene para apagarlo. I have a toyata corolla the code flashes one and then
four times which is 14 right? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Avalon 3. Camry 2. Camry 3. Camry Hybrid 2. Camry Solara 2. Camry Solara 3. Celica
1. Celica 2. Corolla 1. Echo 1. FJ Cruiser 4. Highlander 2. Highlander 3. Highlander Hybrid 3.
Land Cruiser 4. Land Cruiser 5. Matrix 1. MR2 1. Paseo 1. Previa 2. Prius 1. RAV4 2. RAV4 3.
Sequoia 4. Sequoia 5. Sienna 3. T Pickup 2. T Pickup 3. Tacoma 2. Tacoma 3. Tercel 1. Tundra 3.
Tundra 4. Tundra 5. Yaris 1. There are currently 68 users online. As you may have noticed, we
recently upgraded the forum software. There's going to be hopefully quite a few changes rolling
through the forum, so please bear with us as we wrap our head around the new software. If any
posts go missing or something strange seems to be happening please let a mod or admin know,
or you can directly contact me, Nakazoto, and we'll get on it as quick as we can! Login or Sign
Up Log in with. Search in titles only. On Off. Filtered by:. Discuss nostalgic cars or forum
bidnezz here. Please read the Rules and FAQ before posting. Forum for Nostalgic Meets Only!
Why Japanese Use 'Nippon' for Japan? Introduce Yourself. First Post before posting
classifieds, requests for help, looking for parts, etc. Last Post: Howdy. Forum Rules.
Kyuusha-Kai Car Clubs. Honda Garage. Last Post: First classic Honda. First classic Honda by
Walkernor. Mazda Garage. Last Post: Mazda Mitsubishi Garage. Lancer Evo III problems by
sagquattro. Restoration, performance and discussion about your nostalgic Datsun or Nissan.
Last Post: What are some things to look for when buying a z? What are some things to look for
when buying a z? Subaru Garage. Toyota Garage. Other Marques Garage. Restoration,
performance and discussion of your nostalgic Suzuki, Daihatsu, Hino or other marque. Isuzu
Garage. Last Post: Isuzu Amigo. Nostalgic Cars that aren't Japanese Garage. Restoration,
performance and discussion about your nostalgic car that isn't Japanese. Japanese
Motorcycles Garage. Yes, finally a sub-forum specifically for years-or-older Japanese
motorcycles and scooters. Questions that could apply to any nostalgic car rust repair, paint,
wheels, etc. Last Post: Tire Choice. Tire Choice by Walkernor. Honda Swap Meet. Last Post: I
wanna buy a honda civic 2nd gen!! I wanna buy a honda civic 2nd gen!! Mazda Swap Meet.
REPU steering wheel in very good condition by baltsiotis. Mitsubishi Swap Meet. Last Post:
Celeste bits wanted. Last Post: Datsun Parts. Toyota Swap Meet. Last Post: 18RG plus extras.
Other Marques Swap Meet. Daihatsu spare parts catalogues microfiches Charade, 4x4, Cab,
Charmant, Cuore.. Wheels Swap Meet. Wheels that can be used on multiple marques ie,
aftermarket wheels go here. Nostalgic Cars for Sale. All CARS for sale must be posted here.
Marque-specific sections are for cars being parted out and parts. Junkyard Finds. Last Post:
Honda N Honda N by Rapev Vintage Motorcycle and parts Swap Meet. Universal Parts Swap
Meet. Parts for multiple makes go here fender mirrors, seats, etc [Registered Users Only]. Last
Post: Upgrading the music listening system on Camry 2. Upgrading the music listening system
on Camry 2. What's Going On. Most users ever online was 11, at AM on Japanese Nostalgic Car
Statistics. Welcome to our newest member, arkalix. Some New Forum Changes. Hello all! Latest
Topics. So I have this car, and I'm trying to find out more of its personal history. I know its
history I'll be posting the more detailed info in a separate Celeste bits wanted. Hi guys, I'm
looking for 2 things for my Celeste: In the attached pictures you can see that I marked the small
Celeste badge View All. Most Recent Blog. View RSS feed. Tag Cloud. All rights reserved. Yes
No. OK Cancel. Introduce Yourself First Post before posting classifieds, requests for help,
looking for parts, etc. Topics: 2, Posts: 6, Last Post: Howdy. Kyuusha-Kai Car Clubs Discuss
your model registry, regional group, or car club here. Honda Garage Restoration, performance
and discussion about your nostalgic Honda. First classic Honda by Walkernor , AM. Mazda
Garage Restoration, performance and discussion about your nostalgic Mazda. Topics: Posts:
12, Last Post: Mazda Mitsubishi Garage Restoration, performance and discussion about your
nostalgic Mitsubishi. Topics: 1, Posts: 19, Last Post: What are some things to look for when
buying a z? Subaru Garage Restoration, performance and discussion about your nostalgic
Subaru. Other Marques Garage Restoration, performance and discussion of your nostalgic
Suzuki, Daihatsu, Hino or other marque. Isuzu Garage Restoration, performance and discussion
about your nostalgic Isuzu. Nostalgic Cars that aren't Japanese Garage Restoration,
performance and discussion about your nostalgic car that isn't Japanese. Tire Choice by
Walkernor , PM. Swap Meet. Honda Swap Meet Buy and sell parts for your nostalgic Honda.
Mazda Swap Meet Buy and sell parts for your nostalgic Mazda. Mitsubishi Swap Meet Buy and
sell parts for your nostalgic Mitsubishi. Toyota Swap Meet Buy and sell parts for your nostalgic
Toyota. Wheels Swap Meet Wheels that can be used on multiple marques ie, aftermarket wheels
go here. Junkyard Finds Post your local junkyard gems here. Honda N by Rapev-8 , AM.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Everything for Weber Carbs. An Overview
and Short Course: This is currently a work in progress I wanted to post what I had done so far..

It will continue to grow as more time allows Bookmark it and come back often and pass it along
This also applies to Mikuni, Solex, Etc This is not specific info about specific cars or giving you
magic jetting numbers. This is the process we use to tune a car when it is in our shop. I have
over 25 years experience tuning these carbs and there is no magic to it. It is just a step by step
process that once you get the hang of it you will be able to make your carbs work right every
time. It involves more than just Jetting the carbs and in fact that step is the easiest Following
these steps and rules will also make it much easier when you are purchasing jets for your carb
The 2 books listed at the bottom of this page are invaluable tools for learning all the basics of
your carbs and the various metered tuning pieces that are used in them. It is well worth the
small investement in money and time to buy and read these books to help you better
understand the carbs you spent all that money on. I am not going to explain everything about
these carbs. These 2 volumes are the backyard mechanics guide to the basics you need to
know to make your carbs run right Click Here to go Weber Carb home Page. Step If you are
having a problem with how the engine runs Poor idle quality, stalling, etc then this is the first
thing to do. This is particulary true of new installations where you just purchased and installed
a conversion kit and you are having problems. You have to remember that most Weber
conversions have been around for many years and have been installed on hundreds of cars and
trucks. They work. The likelyhood of having a defective carb out of the box is about like being
hit by lightning. If you are having a problem on a new install it is most likely this problem or one
of the steps below See the Vacuum leak tech page for this info. This is the 1 problem with any
Weber carb conversion. So not clean them Start fresh. This will give you a good reading of fuel
mixture and enable you to make a good judgement of what you need to do. Generally speaking
you need a little more advance with a Weber than with the stock carb. This is not cast in stone
and you need to make sure your car does not Detonate at these setting. If you get any
detonation then you need to back off the timing Step If you have a single carb you can skip this
step If you have multiple carbs then the 1st thing you need to do is make sure the carbs are
Synchronized properly using a Correct Synch tool. I don't care how good you think you are at
synching a set of multiple carbs by ear I'm very good and I'm not half as good as the tool is. The
Synch tool will also alert you to other problems in the system like Bent throttle shafts, etc This
cannot be stressed too highly. Badly designed or Worn linkage is the 1 cause of problems with
Multiple carb systems. More people have given up on Dual and Triple carb systems because of
linkage than any other problems combined. If the carbs are not hooked together in a fashion
that has no slop and allows minute adjustment between the carbs you are always going to have
problems. Poor idle quality and "sticky high idle" problems are the most common symptom of
this. So in short Repair or replace the linkage as needed to make them work together properly.
Step Know what is in your carb NOW. Do not rely on a list on a website or a book that says what
your carb might have come with. Use this form to write it in so you know what you have. You
cannot make jet decisions unless you kow what you are starting with Step Make Sure your
Ignition system is working properly. A Weber carb is always a performance upgrade and is
designed to deliver more fuel and air and make more HP then the stock carb did. This means
you need to have adequate spark to burn the extra fuel or you will have problems tuning and
jetting your carbs. This is especially true of old British cars and cars that have point type
igntion systems. A lack of spark or weak spark will make it impossible to tune the carbs
properly or to their maximum potential. This is especially true of all multiple carb installations.
You cannot hang multiple carbs on any engine without an increase in spark output and even
hope to burn the extra fuel being delivered. A good electronic Ignition system to replace points
and the addition of an MSD unit and good coil and wires are the best way to go. See our Ignition
tech page for more details. Step Make sure that your Fuel Delivery is right. Once again, you
cannot tune carbs that do not have adequate or proper fuel delivery. See our Fuel pump Tech
Page for this information. Do not ignore this step. Step Okay Now that you have everything else
sorted out Right? You did do all that other boring stuff didn't you? The good news is that you
probably made the car run good enough by doing those other steps that there is not alot else to
do If your car is still not running properly or you feel that you should have more power Be
realistic about that. A 4 cylinder 2. There is no way around this. There are a few easy ways to
establish this and it is important to know otherwise you cannot get different jets to cure the
problem. You can be running Rich at idle and Lean on the main circuit and Vice Versa You need
to do a plug check Unless you have access to a 3 Gas or 4 Gas anaylzer or Smog Machine to do
your tuning then reading the plugs is the next best thing.. It is fast and accurate and will take
alot of the guesswork out of it. This is a particularly valuable tool for cars that get track use so
that you make sure you do not lean out and put a hole in a piston You need to check your spark
plugs to see if you running rich or lean. White plugs are lean and Black plugs are Rich. Ideally
you want the ceramic part of the plug a nice Dark Tan to medium Brown color with a slightly

darker ring right at the base of the threads of the plug. A new set of plugs may take a few
minutes to get some color on it Idle Mixture and Fuel Mixture: There are alot of theories about
setting idle mixture adjustment on a Weber carb to determine Rich or Lean jetting You need to
find what is right for that particular engine An engine with a strong vacuum signal will draw
more fuel in with less turns of the screw than an engine with a weak vacuum signal will This is
the kind of thing that throws the "certain number of turns" theory out the window.. It does not
just control idle but the entire low speed running and part throttle transition. This is not an Air
Screw. The more you open it the more mixed fuel and air enters the engine. Clockwise is Leaner
and Counter-Clockwise is Richer. The mixture screew is very easy to set whether it be a
downdraft, sidedraft or multiple sidedrafts. Start with the screw or screws out 1. Start the car
and let it warm up. Make sure multiple carbs are synchronized Turn the mixture screws in until
the idle starts to stumble and get rough On a sidedraft with 2 screws do them each a little at a
time Then back them out until the best idle quality is acheived. This is a very simple operation
The car should idle well and small adjustments leaner Turning them in should make the idle
drop off. Opening the screws more should make it a bit richer but it should still idle. Assuming
you have no vacuum leaks this is a very simple process. If you cannot get a good adjustment on
these screws and you have to open the idle speed screws quite a bit to get the engine to idle
there is a good chance you have a Vacuum Leak and you need to fix it. Also the 38 DGES can be
a little tricky because you are idling on both barrels at the same time. You have 2 mixture
screws and they will not be set the same on most cars. This is because the plenum type
manifold that they are on distributes fuel unevenly. By having 2 mixture screws you are
delivering fuel from 2 places in the intake manifold. The Mixture screw closest to the engine will
no doubt need to be in much farther than the outer mixture screw. This is Okay. I do not
recommend Stagger jetting the idle circuit on a 38 DGES In other words, do not use 2 different
size idle jets even though you need to adjust the screws differently. This can cause part throttle
dirveability issues. Idle Jets and tuning the idle circuit:. Very Simply.. The bigger the number the
richer the jet. A 50 Idle jet is a. The 50 refers to the. This is a little more tricky but not too bad
Basically you can tune just about any car in the world with an F8 or an F9 idle jet. YES there are
exceptions to this and I am well aware of them so don't send me nasty e-mails saying that your
Mini only runs on F6 idles. This is a basic tuning primer and there is no need to get into vehicle
specific problems. Generally speaking you should start with an F8 and play with the fuel size
until you get close then experiment with an F9 to see if that works any better There is no F
Number to deal with. It is an F For those of you with multiple IDA or Rotary engines running a
single 48 IDA you usually know what you are doing so I won't go into all the details on this. Idle
jets are in. The bigger the Idle jet number the richer the jet. Do not go up or down more than 1
step at a time when tuning the idle circuit. Choke Tubes and the Main Circuit: Okay So now your
car should idle correctly, the carbs are synched, the timing is set, everything is good Time to
get the main circuit right. Drive the car. It should come off of idle good and transition to the
main circuit smoothly If it falls on its face and will not take any throttle or runs better if you back
off the then you could have a few different problems depending the type of carb. Before you
blame the carb make sure you have the Fuel delivery right and the Spark Timing. If you do not
have enough advance you will have this problem and it will have nothing to do with the carb
tuning. The pump jets are also not a problem. Do not mess with them. If you have a flat spot or
hesitation when you first take off then it is likely that the idle circuit is too lean. If you know you
have the idle circuit right then the primary main jet is too small. Increase the main jet size 2
steps at a time. Main jets are in steps of 5. Keep checking the plugs after driving it for a few
minutes Do not let it idle when checking the spark plug color for the main jets. Drive the car
above RPM for a few minutes then shut the engine off before letting it idle then check the plugs.
If the car then transitions fine but hesitates or falls on it face when the secondary is opened you
need to work on the Secondary main jet Above Ft you start having more altitude problems and
the vehicle needs to be tuned as outlined here. If you have a flat spot or hesitation when you
firts take off then it is likely that the idle circuit is too lean. If you know you have the idle circuit
right then the main jet is too small This is the real tricky part. To get a good understanding of
this I cannot recommend too highly to get the Weber Factory Tuning manual and really
understand what each component does. That said this is the real Cliff Notes version of tuning
the power circuit of these carbs. If you get the Venturis wrong you will never get it running right.
Too big and you will always have a flat spot that you cannot tune Too small and it will always
run rich and not make any power. If you have poor throttle response at low RPM. This is a
guideline only to get you started or to make sure you are not totally out of range making it very
difficult to tune. There are many of you running cars successfully with choke sizes outside this
range so don't e-mail me about it. The difficulty in tuning these types of cars is that there are
many combinations that work well depending on the engine and the state of tune. That is why

everything is tunable. You can tailor the carbs to suit your needs, driving style, engine, location,
weather and altitude conditions, etc All out race engines are a totally different story. Use the
engine size and HP rating to estimate what you need for your car or engine if it is not listed. Do
not try to choke down a DCOE carb that is too large to try and cure a problem If it does then the
carbs are too large or you have another problem A 40 DCOE can use as small as a 28mm choke
tube but chances are the performance will not be good with anything smaller than a 30mm
choke I have found that a correctly sized 40 DCOE application should always stat with a 30mm
choke and do up to a 34mm max Bigger or smaller than that and you probably have either the
wrong size carbs or another problem that is causing you to tune outside of this range This same
info applies to IDF carbs as well Main Jets:. Air Corrector Jets Emulsion Tubes:. Pump Jets and
Pump Bleed Backs:. Haynes Weber Carb Manuals. A great reference book for rebuilding, tuning,
etc. Weber Factory Tuning Manual. This is the factory tuning manual with all the calibrated parts
specifications, circuit diagrams, etc. This is the book to have if you really want to know how a
Weber carb works and what all the pieces do. Thanks to all of you keeping us so busy the last
few months we have to make a temporary change to our Phone hours. We can be reached via
Phone Mon-Fri am to pm Pacific time. The Shop is open and we are working normal hours but
we need those extra hours to catch up on Engine work, Carb rebuilding, and shipping. You can
always shoot us an email at topendmail gmail. Thanks for understanding and for all the support
that is keeping us so busy Steve and Jeff Top-End Performance. Jetting and Tuning Weber
Carbs. Search: Search This Section. Idle Jets and tuning the idle circuit: Very Simply.. If you
have poor throttle response at low RPM This is a guideline only to get you started or to make
sure you are not totally out of range making it very difficult to tune. Approximate HP. Carb or
Carbs. Starting Choke Tube Size. Actual Price:. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's
"minimum advertised price. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the
price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. Datsun Z 2. Triple 45 DCOE. Triple 40
DCOE. BMW Dual 40 DCOE. Dual 45 DCOE. Single 45 DCOE. Single 40 DCOE. Toyota 22R. Dual
40 IDF. Mazda RX7. Stock Engine. Single 48 IDA. Street or Bridge Port. Quick Links. Table of
Contents. Troubleshooting Troubleshooting 41 Troubleshooting with volt ohmmeter To assist
you in finding your way through the manual, the Section Title and major heading are given at
the top of every page. The task heading tells what to do. The detailed text tells how to perform
the task and gives other information such as specifications and warnings. Use fender, seat and
floor covers to keep the vehicle clean and prevent damage. During disassembly, keep parts in
the appropriate order to facilitate reassembly. Observe the following: a Before performing
electrical work, disconnect. Then apply the specified seal lock adhesive to the bolt, nut or
threads. Care must be taken when jacking up and supporting the vehicle. Be sure to lift and
support the vehicle at the proper locations See page INâ€”9. To prevent this, observe the
following precautions and explain them to your customer. See pages EGâ€”32 b Install the
timing belt. See pages EGâ€”41 2. After replacing the drive belt, check that it fits properly in the
ribbed grooves, especially in the places difficult to see. HINT:Label hoses for correct
installation. Turn the crankshaft with a wrench to align the timing marks at TDC. Make sure all
MFI system wiring connectors are fully connected Engine should be at normal operating
temperaâ€” ture Switch off accessories Set transmission in neutral b Connect a tachometerâ€”
to the engine Connect the tachometerâ€” Minimum disc runout: Ex. Check that: Tie rod ends
and relay rod ends do not have excessive play. Dust seals are not damaged. If leakage is found,
check for cause and repair. Check that the oil comes to within 5 mm 0. If the level is low, add oil
until it begins to run out of the filler hole. The crankshaft is supported by 5 bearings inside the
crankcase. These bearing are made of kelmet. The crankshaft is integrated with 4 weights which
are cast with it for balance. Oil holes are made in the center of the crankshaft to supply oil to the
connecting rods, bearing, pistons and other components. Bolt â€” Handle â€” Bolt Set See page
Suspect area Symptom Check oxygen sensor operation See page EG1â€” 2. See the table below
for possible cause, and then inspect and correct the applicable causes if necesâ€” Standard
clearance: 0. Maximum clearance: 0. If clearance is greater than maximum, replace the head. If a
crack is found, replace the head. SST â€” 1 h Using a sharp 8 mm 0. Standard overall length:
Intake Exhaust Minimum overall length: Intake If the valve overall length is less than minimum,
reâ€” place the valve. Maximum circle runout: 0. If the circle runout is greater than maximum,
replace the camshaft. Maximum intake warpage: 0. Maximum exhaust warpage: 0. Maximum air
intake chamber warpage: 0. HINT Pushing down at the place shown in the illusâ€” tration. HINT:
Attach the flat side of the gasket to the cylinder head. Turn the crankshaft with a wrench to align
the timing, marks at TDC. Check that the rocker arms on the No. Seal packing: Part No. SST â€”
Thoroughly clean all components to remove all the loose material. Clean both sealing surfaces
with a nonâ€”residue solvent. Install and torque the cap nuts. If deep scratches are present,
rebore all four cylinders. See page EG1â€”66 4. If warpage is greater than specified value,

replace the cylinder block. If the diameter is greater than maximum, rebore all four cylinders, or
replace the cylinder block. Maximum twist: 0. Using an inside dial indicator, measure the inside
diameter of the rod bushing. Standard oil clearance: 0. Crank pin finished diameter: SST â€” 3.
Take the largest Before installing parts, apply new engine oil to all sliding and rotating surfaces.
Replace all gaskets, 0â€”ring and oil seals with new parts. Torque: Nâ€”m 1, kgfâ€”cm, 76
ftâ€”lbf e Check that the crankshaft turns smoothly. Torque: 69 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 51 ftâ€”lbf e
Check that the crankshaft turns smoothly. Torque the bolts Torque: 95 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 70
ftâ€”lbf c Lower the transmission and transfer. Limit Rod twist per mm 3. Limit Crankshaft
Thrust clearance Petroleum substances inside the valve are harmful. If necessary, repair or
replace the cap. If a problem is found, replace it. Specified resistance: 30 â€” Throttle valve
Condition Coolant Temp. Page The air induction system provides just the right amount of air for
the engine operating condition. Before working on the system, disconnect the negâ€” ative
terminal from the battery. HINT: Any diagnostic trouble code retained by the computer will be
erased when the battery terminal is removed. Therefore, if necessary, read the diagnosis before
removing the battery terminal. The ECM is designed so that it will not be affected outside
interference. However, if your vehicle is equipped with an amateur radio transceiver, etc. Do not
permit parts to receive a severe impact during removal or installation. Take great care during
troubleshooting as there are numerous transistor circuits and even slight termiâ€” nal contact
can cause further troubles. Take the following precautions when removing and installing the
injectors. By analyzing various signals shown in the table See pages EG1â€”, the detects
system malfunctions which are related to the various operating parameter sensors or to the
actuator. Turn the ignition switch ON. Do not start the engine. With this logic, when a logic
malfunction is first detected, the malfunction is temporarily stored in the ECM memory. If the
same case is detected again during the second drive test, this second detection causes the
Malfunction Indicaâ€” Your readings may vary from the parameters listed in the table,
depending on the instruments used. Number of blinks Code However, please refer to these
procedures and perform actual troubleshooting, conforming to the inspection methods
described. Refer to No. Check wiring between ECM terminal E1 and body ground. Try another
ECM. Repair or replace. Check injector. Check cold start injector. Check volume air flow meter.
System normal. Check operation of oxygen sensor. Check fuel pressure. Check wiring between
oxygen Repair wiring. HINT: Do not start the engine. SST â€” h Wipe off any splattered gasoline.
Push in the pipe and insertâ€”type hose to the speâ€” cified position, and install the clip to the
specified location. If reusing the hose, reinstall the clip at the original location. Resistance: 2
â€”4 c Connect the cold start injector connector. Fuel drop: One drop or less per minute j After
checking, remove SST and restore the following parts to their original conditions. DLC1 Ignition
switch Cold start injector SST â€” e Put the injector into the graduated cylinder. HINT: Install a
suitable vinyl tube unto the injector to prevent gasoline from splashing out. Torque: 19 Nâ€”m
kgfâ€”cm, 14 ftâ€”lbf 3. Torque the union bolt. Always use new gaskets when replacing the fuel
tank or component part. Apply the proper torque to all parts tightened. Between Resistance
Temperature terminals Start the engine. Check the vacuum with your finger. At idling At 3, rpm
Port name Vacuum No vacuum IDL â€” E2 2. IDL â€” At low temp. Coolant temp. Resistance:
Refer to the chart above. Resistance: 5. More than 0 V Read and record diagnostic trouble
codes Normal code, code 21, Malfunction code s code 25 and code 26 ex. The tester probe
should be inserted into the wiring connector from the wiring side. Check the resistance between
each terminal of the wiring connectors. Disconnect the connectors from the ECM. Page When
the wax cools, its contraction causes the force of the spring to take effect once more, closing
the valve. The thermostat in this engine operates at a temperature of 88SC SF. The lubrication
system consists of an oil pan, oil pump and oil filter, etc. The oil circuit is shown in the
illustration at the top of the previous page. If oil quality is poor, replace. In adâ€” dition, used
engine oil contains potentially harmful contaminants which may cause skin cancer. Standard
clearance: Driven 0. Drive 0. If the clearance is greater than maximum, replace the See page
EG1â€” a Install the relief valve and spring in the body, and screw on the relief valve plug with a
new gasket. Torque: 37 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 27 ftâ€”Ibf 3. From the front of the right bank the
cylinders are numbered 1 â€” 3 â€” 5, and from the front of the left bank the cylinders are
numbered 2 â€” If oil quality is poor, replace the oil. If insufficient, refill with distilled or purified
water. Do not pull on the curds. Do not pull on the cords. Torque: 18 Nâ€”m 18o kgfâ€”cm, 13
ftâ€”lbf 7. SET NO. Measure the valve clearance. SST â€” 4. Ignition timing: 8 BTDC idle 5. See
MFI System on page EG2â€” b See the table below for possible causes, and then inspect and
correct the applicable causes if necesâ€” HINT: If there is only the faintest trace of oil on the
seal on the push rod side, the tensioner is all right. If leakage is found, replace the tensioner.
SST â€” e Check that the timing belt has tension between the crankshaft timing pulley and LH
camshaft timing pulley. Torque: 41 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 30 ftâ€”lbf If the timing marks do not align,

remove the timing belt and reinstall it. Torque: 18 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 13 ftâ€”lbf Remove the
eighteen cylinder head bolts and plate washers. Using a gasket scraper, remove all the carbon
from the piston top surface. Clean cylinder head Using a soft brush and solvent, thoroughly
clean the cylinder head. Inspect for flatness Using a precision straight edge and feeler gauge,
measure the surfaces contacting the cylinder block and the manifolds for warpage. Bushing
inside diameter: 8. Valve stem diameter: Intake 7. SST â€” d Using a caliper gauge, measure the
bushing bore diâ€” ameter of the cylinder head. SST â€” h Using a sharp 8 mm reamer, ream the
guide bushing to the obtain standard specified clearance See step 5 above between the guide
bushing and valve stem. If the valve stem tip is worn, resurface the tip with a grinder or replace
the valve. Inspect camshaft for runout a Place the camshaft on V â€” blocks. Lifter diameter:
Maximum oil clearance: 0. If the oil clearance is greater than maximum, replace If warpage is
greater than maximum, replace the manifold. Before installing the parts, apply new engine oil to
all sliding and rotating surfaces. Replace all gaskets and oil seals with new ones. Torque: 38
Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 29 ftâ€”lbf b Install the exhaust manifold heat insulator with the bolt and nut.
Install cylinder head 12 pointed head bolts HINT: The cylinder head bolts are tightened in three
progressive steps steps c , e and f. If any bolts is broken or deformed, replace it. Install cylinder
head 6 pointed head bolts a Apply a light coat of engine oil on the threads and under the heads
of the cylinder head bolts. Torque: 41 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 30 ftâ€”lbf 5. Torque: 40 Nâ€”m
kgfâ€”cm, 30 ftâ€”lbf Torque: 37 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 27 ftâ€”lbf for bolt 29 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 22
ftâ€”lbf for nut Torque: 8. Torque: 40 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 30 ftâ€”lbf k Connect the cold start
injector tube with two new gasket and the union bolt. Torque: 15 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 11 ftâ€”lbf l
Connect the vacuum hose to the gas filter. Standard thrust clearance: 0. If the oil clearance is
greater than maximum, replace the bearings. HINT: Keep the bearings, connecting rod and cap
toâ€” HINT: Keep the lower main bearings and lower thrust washers together with the main
bearing cap. Standard clearance: N o. Remove gasket material Using a gasket scraper, remove
all the gasket material from the top surface of the cylinder block. Clean cylinder block Using a
soft brush and solvent, thoroughly clean the cylinder block. HINT: Arrange the piston rings in
correct order only. The mark is stamped on the piston top. The shape of the piston varies for the
RH and LH banks. Standard ring end gap: N o. Oil Side rail 0. Standard outer diameter: 7.
Minimum outer diameter: 7. HINT: If the location of this area cannot be judged by visual
inspection, measure the outer diameter at the If the circle runout is greater than maximum,
replace the crankshaft.. If oil pump is removed from cylinder block: a Using a screwdriver, pry
out the oil seal. If rear oil seal retainer is removed from cylinder block: a Using a screwdriver
and hammer, tap out the oil seal. Connecting rod front mold mark: A1, , 1B, 8A, C3 or etc. Place
main bearing cap and lower thrust washers on cylinder block a Install the thrust washers on the
No. Place connecting rod cap on connecting rod a Match the numbered connecting rod cap with
the connecting rod. Maximum thrust clearance: 0. If the thrust clearance is greater than
maximum, reâ€” Using a razor blade and gasket scraper, remove all the old packing FIPG
material from the gasket surfaces and sealing groove. Uniformly tighten the bolts in several
passes. Torque: 6. SST â€” 7. Adhesive: Part No. SST â€” Torque: 15 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm. Torque:
18 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 13 ftâ€”lbf for A 20 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 14 ftâ€”lbf for B Torque: 7. Torque: 37
Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 27 ftâ€”lbf 7. If no problem is found with this inspection, the system is okay; If
a problem is found, replace the VSV. Engine Coolant Throttle Valve Condition The fuel pressure
regulator adjusts the pressure of the fuel from the fuel line high pressure side to a pressure kPa
2. The various sensors detect the intake air volume, engine speed, oxygen density in the
exhaust gas, engine coolant temperature, intake air temperature and atmospheric pressure etc.
Before working on the fuel system, disconnect the negative terminal from the battery. However,
if your vehicle is equipped with a amateur radio transceiver, etc. Take great care during
troubleshooting as there are numerous transistor circuits and even slight terminal contact can
cause further troubles. Observe the following precautions when removing and installing the
injectors. By analyzing various signals as shown in the later table See pages EG2â€” and the
ECM detects system malfunctions relating to the sensors of actuator. The selfâ€”diagnosis
system has The malfunction indicator lamp will come on when the ignition switch is placed at
ON and the engine is not running. When the engine is started, the malfunction indicator lamp
should go off. Read the diagnostic trouble code as indicated by the number of flashes of the
malfunction indicator lamp. With this logic, when a logic malfunction is first detected, the
malâ€” function is temporarily stored in the ECM memory. If the same case is detected again
during the second drive test, this second detection causes the malfuncâ€” After repairing the
trouble, the diagnostic trouble code retained in memory by the ECM must be canâ€” celed out
by removing the EFI fuse 15A for 30 seconds or more, depending on ambient temperature the
lower the temperature, the longer the fuse must be left out with the ignition switch off. Number
of Malâ€” ECM terminal W is grounded to the body? Fuel pressure: â€” kPa 2. If pressure is low,

check the following parts: Fuel hoses and connections Fuel pump Fuel filter Torque: 34 Nâ€”m
kgfâ€”cm. Torque: 3. Resistance: 2â€”4 If the resistance is not as specified, replace the cold
start injector. Torque: 15 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 11 ftâ€”lbf 3. Torque: 15 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 13 ftâ€”lbf
n Connect the cold start injector connector. SST â€” â€” c Remove the fuel pressure regulator.
Test each injector two or three times. Torque: 18 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 13 ftâ€”lbf c Install the
accelerator cable bracket with the two bolts. I Connect the vacuum hose to the gas filter. Apply
the proper torque to all parts to be tightened. Pry the lock plate on the nut. Port name At idling
At 3, rpm No vacuum Vacuum Warm up engine Allow the engine to warm up to normal operating
temperature. Remove cap, filter and separator from DP D. Engine coolant temp. Engine coolant
Between terminals Resistance W temperature If the resistance is not as specified, replace the
sensor. If there is continuity, replace the VSV. Resistance: California 2WD only 4. And maintain
engine speed at 2, rpm. Measure voltage between terminals VF1 and E1. More than 0 V Read and
record diagnostic trouble codes. Normal code, code 21, Malfunction code s code 25 and code
OPERATION The cooling system is composed of the water jacket inside the cylinder block and
cylinder head , radiator, water pump, thermostat, cooling fan, fluid coupling, hoses and other
components. Air passing over the radiator fins cools the heated engine coolant flowing through
the radiator. The upper tank has an inlet for engine coolant from the water jacket and it has a
filler inlet. It also has a hose attached through which excess engine coolant or steam can flow.
Torque: Bolt A 18 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm. For example, keep a distance of more than 40 â€” The
lubrication system consists of an oil pan, oil pump, oil filter and other external parts which
supply oil to the moving parts in the engine block. SST â€” Torque: 15 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 11
ftâ€”lbf 9. Torque: 10 Nâ€”m kgfâ€”cm, 8 ftâ€”Ibf 3. HINT: Avoid applying an excessive amount
to the surface. Parts must be assembled within 5 minutes of application. Otherwise the material
must be reâ€” moved and reapplied. If necessary, replace the oil cooler. Do not allow the
ignition switch to be ON for more than 10 minutes if the engine will not start. When a tachometer
is connected to the system, connect the tachometer test probe to the IG â€” terâ€” Using data
provided by sensors which monitor various engine functions rpm, intake air volume, engine
temperature, etc. HINT: To prevent gasoline from being injected from injectors during this test,
crank the engine for no more than 1 â€” Generator resistance Cold : â€” Generator resistance
Hot : â€”W If the resistance is not as specified, replace the disâ€” Using data provided by
sensors which monitor various engine functions RPM, intake air volume, engine coolant
temperature, etc. High voltage from the ignition is distributed to each spark plug in the
appropriate order to generate a spark between the electrodes, which ignites the airâ€”fuel
mixture. Do not leave the ignition switch on for more than 10 minutes if the engine does not
start. With a tachometer is connected to the system, connect the tachometer positive terminal to
the IG â€” terminal of the DLC1. DO NOT pull on the cords. NOTICE: Check that the holder is
correctly installed to the grommet and distributor cap as shown in the illusâ€” tration. If
abnormal, replace the spark plug. DO NOT pull on the cord. Idle speed: 50 rpm c Using a timing
light, check the ignition timing. If there is continuity, replace the armature. Smooth out the edge.
Standard undercut depth: 0. Minimum undercut depth: 0. If the undercut depth is less than
minimum, correct it with a hacksaw blade. Standard installed load: 18 â€” 24 N 1. SST 1. Install
and torque the bolt and nut. Check that the battery cables are connected to the corâ€” rect
terminals. Disconnect the battery cables when the battery is given a quick charge. Do not
perform tests with a high voltage insulation resistance tester. Standard resistance Cold : 2.
Standard exposed length: Minimum exposed length: 1. If the exposed length is less than
minimum, replace the brushes. SST â€” â€” d Install the bearing retainer with the four screws.
Do not tighten the bolts. This manual is also suitable for: 22r3vz-e. Print page 1 Print document
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Engines for sale of any brand including all those made by Toyota,
despite their sturdiness and reliability requires routine maintenance. Sooner or later pretty
much all vehicles need to have their engines replaced in addition to all round servicing. In spite
of this, as opposed to a number of other automobile companies, whose components may not be
conveniently obtainable when necessary, we offer you an easy way of finding used toyota
engines for sale in South Africa. Additionally, a rigid QC system to check on every engine
before it is sold is carried out. They are connected to wide network of auto wreckers and
salvage yards. Whenever replacement materials are required, genuine spare parts should be
made use of wherever possible. Toyota parts are dependable and cost-effective;
notwithstanding this it is possible that several Toyota drivers may not be able to have the funds
for genuine brand new replacement spare parts. If that is the case, numerous alternatives are
obtainable, that helps to make certain that the replacement parts applied to the vehicle are safe
as well as being dependable. Slightly older cars can get second-hand engines for Toyota
automobiles sold and traded at various venues, such as auto garages, scrap yards, and more.

Used Toyota engines are a feasible choice, since there are lots of Toyota vehicle owners who
without delay replace their engines straight away. A proper inspection is ideal prior to purchase,
in the event the vendor is situated close by, pay a visit to them to check out the motor. Buying
after-market replacement auto spare parts is an option that lots of people today elect to get.
Even though this is a fine solution for some people, being stress-free knowing that the car is
going to work far more smoothly working with new Toyota replacement spare parts is definitely
worth some serious thought. Toyota 4Runner Engines For Sale. The JZ engine from Toyota is a
chain of six lined up automobile engines. These engines were designed with 2. This article
exemplary provides information concerning these engine types and their applications. The 1JZ
Engine. A cc engine manufactured from to It had a cylinder bore of 86mm and a stroke of A
non-turbo engine that was produced between and The 1JZ-GE engine has a power and torque
production of kilowatts at rpm and Nm at rpm respectively. This 2. The 1JZ-GE engine models
came with four-speed automatic transmission with no manual gearbox. This engine has an inert
density ratio of 8. Its bore and stroke are same as those of 1JZ-GE. It is perceived that Yamaha
was also involved in the production of this engine because some of its parts have their badges
like the cam-gear-cover. In , the engine was fitted into Soarer GT. The early generations of
1JZ-GTE engine models combined an inline-6 cylinder engine together with an accelerating
ability of its tiny stroke to boost its power delivery using turbochargers. Its turbines were made
with ceramic and were susceptible to delamination under great impeller revolutions per minute
and temperature conditions resulting from that created great enhancement. First generation
was the most affected by turbo failures because of a defective one-way head valve located on
the consumption camshaft casing that caused blow-by gasses into the intake. The second
generation never experienced such problems, and there was an order to fix all first generation
JZ engines in Japan. In , the third generation 2. It had many changes including a revised head,
new valve mastery mechanism, improved water jackets, and new shims. The new excellent
designed increased the compression ratio and torque output to and Nm respectively. Direct
injection engine types introduced by Toyota in They are targeted at attaining negligible
emissions and minimal fuel consumption and optimum performance. It generates a power
output of PS kW and a torque output of Nm and is always used by computerized transmission.
The 2JZ Engine. It first appeared in Toyota Aristo in It has a bore of 86mm 3. In , valve timing
mechanism was added to be included in the model. It is a mutual style with an output power of
PS kW at to rpm and a torque output of Nm lbft between and rpm. The 2JZ-GE engine utilizes
successive electronic fuel consumption because it is composed of a head made from aluminum
and four valves per cylinder and a block cyclinder made of cast iron. An inline 6-cylinder engine
that was developed between and that is belt driven and has a twin overhead camshaft. Other
specifications include; air-intercooler, double turbo-charge, cast iron block, recessed piston
tops, oil spray nozzle, a different head, and aluminum cylinder all designed and produced by the
Toyota Motor Corporation. The engine had two gearboxes for all road car applications. It was
designed on the basis of 2JZ-GE engine with advancements in air-air side fixed intercooler and
successive double turbochargers. Regarding those advancements, the torque and power
outputs were increased. The extra twin turbochargers from Toyota and Hitachi in the successive
development increased industry estimated power production from Kilowatts PS to Kilowatts PS
at revolutions per minute and torque output from Nm lbft to Nm lbft respec
the 12 volts wiring diagram
dodge antenna adapter
2004 dodge stratus engine diagram
tively. Export version of 2JZ-GTE also achieved increased power output after the introduction
of brand stainless steel turbo-chargers, modified camshaft, and larger injectors â€” cc for
export and cc for Japanese. The CT20 Japanese turbine is similar to the export CT12B turbine
that allows the exchange of the drain side propeller shaft. The export turbine has a durable
casing with steel impeller fines and turbine. It is used in automatic transmission. Idle diaphragm
on original 4 pin square plug carburetor OE Toyota Part Request. Contact Number:. Vin
Number:. Part Number:. Is your Toyota an Import? Upload Photo Of Part:. Acceptable file types:
doc,docx,pdf,txt,gif,jpg,jpeg,png. Maximum file size: 3mb. Leave this field empty. Toyota Cars
For Sale. Company Information. Responsive Theme powered by WordPress. Boot lid and both
fenders. Rear Cup Holder - in Black. Temperature regulator switch. Left door side mirror. Rear
tailgate powerlift actuators. Right hand light, front and back bumper.

